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The main part of the afternoon program in Safety Driving Centre LIBROS OSTRAVA will start at 4 p.m. There will be the premiere introduction of a new, unique, patented mobile training simulator for training drivers of rescue and security units in Europe.

The simulator is built on chassis of TATRA vehicle. It has a unique technical construction that allows to change geometry of gravity centre of the vehicle in a controlled way. The device is located on the vehicle and allows multifunctional, original, absolutely safe inclination of the vehicle at low speed to such an extreme position that would normally cause critical situation for drivers in real condition.

On one hand, it is a purpose to create the critical situation during the practical exercise with this simulator, and, on the other hand, simulator allows safe control of this critical situation. Driver should immediately react to correct this critical situation.

Part of the afternoon program will be driving demonstration with trucks on sliding plate of asphalt polygon in LIBROS centre. This sliding plate can cause a critical situation of a vehicle up to 40 tons. Those interested can try a ride on a special technical-terrain polygon with TATRA and HUMMER vehicles.

We will also introduce passenger car EASYDRIFT, the unique technology for training coordination in the critical situations in slide. At the end you will see the best DRIFT SHOW driver in the Czech Republic with a special BMW car.

There is catering during the whole program.

We are looking forward to seeing you.
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